ABBREVIATIONS

Approx = Approximately
Ch = Chain(s)
Lp st = Loop stitch (worked on WS) = Insert hook in next stitch. Wrap working yarn over top of index finger, from front to back, to form 2½" [6 cm] loop. Placing tip of hook behind yarn at front of index finger, Yoh and draw up a loop onto hook. Yoh and draw through 2 loops on hook, dropping loop off index finger to back of work (see diagram). Loop will be formed on RS of work. Please work a locked loop stitch as indicated in above instructions. You can find a YouTube video tutorial by The Crochet Crowd at the link below: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiD6w52__JY

Pat = Pattern
Rep = Repeat
RS = Right side
Sc = Single crochet
Sc3tog = Draw up a loop in each of next 3 stitches. Yoh and draw through all loops on hook
St(s) = Stitch(es)
WS = Wrong side
Yoh = Yarn over hook

MATERIALS

Bernat® Blanket™ O’Go™ (10.5 oz/300 g; 220 yds/201 m)
Contrast A, B and C Milk and Honey (42005)  3 O’Gos
Contrast D, E and F Hibernate (42003)  4 O’Gos

Bernat® Blanket™ (10.5 oz/300 g; 220 yds/201 m)
Contrast G Deep Fuchsia (10928)  3 balls

Size U.S. 11 (8 mm) circular knitting needle 36" [91.5 cm] long or size needed to obtain gauge. 2 stitch markers.
MEASUREMENTS
Approx 50" x 60" [127 x 152.5 cm].

GAUGE
7 sc and 8 rows = 4" [10 cm].

INSTRUCTIONS

Notes:
• To begin working with the O’Go format, carefully cut plastic tie where the ends of the O’Go meet.
• Pull tie to remove.
• For this pattern, colors can be easily separated by gently pulling apart and cutting at the color transition. Each color is ready to use.
• Follow color guide shown in Materials section for each O’Go (Contrast A, B, C, D, E and F). You may find it helpful to place each color section in its own resealable (zip lock) bag and label each bag – A, B, C, D, E, F.
• To join new color, work to last 2 loops on hook of previous st.
• Draw new color through last 2 loops, then proceed in new color.
• Be sure to work Lp sts as shown in diagram in Abbreviations to ensure sts are locked in place.
• To join new color on Lp st, finish to end of st. Draw new color through loop and tighten loop of old color. Proceed in new color.
• Blanket worked over foundation ch multiple of 21 ch + 24.

Stripe Pat
With A, work 8 rows. Join B. Break A.
With B, work 8 rows. Join C. Break B.
With C, work 8 rows. Join D. Break C.
With D, work 8 rows. Join G. Break D.
With G, work 24 rows. Join E. Break G.
With E, work 8 rows. Join F. Break E.
With F, work 8 rows. Join A. Break F.
With A, work 8 rows. Join B. Break A.
With B, work 8 rows. Join C. Break B.
With C, work 8 rows. Join D. Break C.
With D, work 8 rows. Join E. Break D.
With E, work 8 rows. Join F. Break E.
With F, work 8 rows.
These 120 rows form Stripe Pat.

BLANKET
With A, ch 112.
See diagram on page 3.
1st row: (RS). 2 sc in 2nd ch from hook. *1 sc in each of next 9 ch. Sc3tog. 1 sc in each of next 9 ch. 3 sc in next ch. Rep from * 3 times more. 1 sc in each of next 9 ch. Sc3tog. 1 sc in each of next 9 ch. 2 sc in last ch. Turn. 107 sts.
2nd row: (WS). Ch 1. 1 sc in each st to end of row. Turn.

3rd row: Ch 1. 2 sc in first st. *1 sc in each of next 9 sts. Sc3tog. 1 sc in each of next 9 sts. 3 sc in next ch. Rep from * once more. 1 sc in each of next 9 sts. Sc3tog. 1 sc in each of next 9 ch. 2 sc in last ch. Turn. 107 sts.

4th row: As 2nd row.
First 4 rows of Stripe Pat complete.

5th to 32nd rows: Keeping cont of Stripe Pat, rep 3rd and 4th rows 14 times more. Break D. Join G. Turn.

33rd row: (RS). With G, ch 1. 2 sc in first st. *1 sc in each of next 9 sts. Sc3tog. 1 sc in each of next 9 sts. 3 sc in next ch. Rep from * once more. 1 sc in each of next 9 sts. Sc3tog. 1 sc in each of next 9 ch. 2 sc in last ch. Turn.

34th row: (WS). Ch 1. 1 Lp st in each st to end of row. Turn.

35th to 56th rows: Rep 33rd and 34th rows 11 times more. Break G. Join E. Turn.

57th row: (RS). With E, ch 1. 2 sc in first st. *1 sc in each of next 9 sts. Sc3tog. 1 sc in each of next 9 sts. 3 sc in next ch. Rep from * once more. 1 sc in each of next 9 sts. Sc3tog. 1 sc in each of next 9 ch. 2 sc in last ch. Turn.

58th row: Ch 1. 1 sc in each st to end of row. Turn.

59th row: Ch 1. 2 sc in first st. *1 sc in each of next 9 sts. Sc3tog. 1 sc in each of next 9 sts. 3 sc in next ch. Rep from * once more. 1 sc in each of next 9 sts. Sc3tog. 1 sc in each of next 9 ch. 2 sc in last ch. Turn.

60th row: As 58th row.
First 60 rows of Stripe Pat are complete.

61st to 120th rows: Keeping cont of Stripe Pat, rep 59th and 60th rows 30 times more. Fasten off.

FINISHING
Blocking: Pin Blanket to measurements. Cover with damp cloths to dry.
OUTSTANDING CHEVRON STRIPE CROCHET BLANKET

STITCH KEY
→ = chain (ch)
+ = single crochet (sc)
\(\rightarrow\) = single crochet 3 together (sc3tog)

REDUCED SAMPLE OF PATTERN